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thats not to say that kohan is without stress. it has some heavy themes, as do
most video games. but these are the themes that inspire me. themes that
inspire me to think about my childhood and childhood heroes, the themes that
make me feel like i am part of a universe that i am watching unfold for the
first time, the themes that remind me of why i get up in the morning. if i were
to be asked why i have never played any of the kohan games before this one,
i could only answer that i was waiting for the perfect moment to play them. i
was waiting for the right moment. i was waiting for the right age. i was waiting
for the right time. it took me quite a while to realize that this kohan was it. i
will not pretend that i havent played the other games in the series. i will not
pretend that i have not read the entire kohan wiki. i have enjoyed the stories
and the characters in the series. i have loved the universe of the series. i have
loved the world of kohan. i love the kohan universe. i just wanted this to be
the one that started me on my path to my own. i wanted to be one of the
people that would eventually play the games. i wanted to be one of the people
that would eventually play the games and read all the stories. and i wanted to
be one of the people that would eventually play the games and read all the
stories and watch all the shows. the show ended, kohan made room in her life
for a new career. she had no desire to make a second comedy. instead, she
got her hands dirty. in 2009, she co-founded and became ceo of the kohan
corporation, a los angeles-based, nonprofit organization devoted to helping
young filmmakers produce their own independent films. the kohan corporation
offers its clients nothing less than the skills to create a viable film career in a
way that will one day allow them to quit their day jobs and pay the bills with
their art.
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